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1. Daisy has 8 kiwis. David gave her 6 more. She needs 14 kiwis to make a pie. Does she
have enough to make a pie?

=

2. Anjali has 6 pencils and Jasper has 6 pencils. How many pencils do Anjali and Jasper have
together?

=

3. Vivian has 8 more marbles than Jordan. Jordan has 9 marbles. How many marbles does
Vivian have?

=

4. 6 red marbles and 9 yellow marbles are in the basket. How many marbles are in the basket?

=

5. John put 5 yellow balls in a pack. Then he put 8 red balls in the pack. How many balls did
John put in the pack?

=

6. 7 women went swimming. 7 more women went swimming. How many women went
swimming?

=

Name:______________________________ Date:____ /____ / 2024     Start:____________   End:____________
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7. Alexa played football with 7 boys on Sunday. She played football with 9 boys on Monday.
How many boys did she play with altogether?

=

8. Nadia ate 8 pears before breakfast and 5 more after breakfast. How many pears did she
eat?

=

9. Chloe got 9 books from the library. Then she got 9 more books from the library. How many
books did she get from the library?

=

10. Charlie found 8 crayons on his way to school. He had 9 crayons already at home. How
many crayons does he now have in all?

=

11. Vanessa's grandmother gave her 5 pencils. She had 7 pencils already at home. How many
pencils does she now have in all?

=

12. Daniel sees 6 parrots in the field. 7 more parrots land in the field. How many parrots are in
the fields?

=

Name:______________________________ Date:____ /____ / 2024     Start:____________   End:____________
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13. Vivian's grandmother gave him 8 crayons. He had 8 crayons already at home. How many
crayons does he now have in all?

=

14. Daniel has 7 crayons and Kevin has 8 crayons. How many crayons do Daniel and Kevin
have together?

=

15. Ellie's grandmother gave her 6 pencils. She had 8 pencils already at home. How many
pencils does she now have in all?

=

16. 5 green balls and 9 purple balls are in the basket. How many balls are in the basket?

=

17. Matt put 9 yellow pencils in a carton. Then he put 6 green pencils in the carton. How many
pencils did Matt put in the carton?

=

18. Hannah has 7 more balls than Dustin. Dustin has 8 balls. How many balls does Hannah
have?

=

Name:______________________________ Date:____ /____ / 2024     Start:____________   End:____________
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19. Jimmy sees 9 flamingos in the field. 7 more flamingos land in the field. How many
flamingos are in the fields?

=

20. Luke found 5 erasers on his way to school. He had 6 erasers already at home. How many
erasers does he now have in all?

=

21. Nick put 7 red cards in a box. Then he put 6 blue cards in the box. How many cards did
Nick put in the box?

=

22. Chris got 5 books from the library. Then he got 5 more books from the library. How many
books did he get from the library?

=

23. Nathan has 6 pears. Kyle gave him 5 more. He needs 12 pears to make a pie. Does he
have enough to make a pie?

=

24. Ryan sees 9 eagles in the field. 5 more eagles land in the field. How many eagles are in
the fields?

=

Name:______________________________ Date:____ /____ / 2024     Start:____________   End:____________
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